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Nothing is more essential than knowing how to worship the God who created us. This book focuses

readers on the essentials of God-honoring worship, combining biblical foundations with practical

application in a way that works in the real world. The author, a pastor and noted songwriter, skillfully

instructs pastors, musicians, and church leaders so that they can root their congregational worship

in unchanging scriptural principles, not divisive cultural trends. Bob Kauflin covers a variety of topics

such as the devastating effects of worshiping the wrong things, how to base our worship on God's

self-revelation rather than our assumptions, the fuel of worship, the community of worship, and the

ways that eternity's worship should affect our earthly worship. Appropriate for Christians from varied

backgrounds and for various denominations, this book will bring a vital perspective to what readers

think they understand about praising God.
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Worship Matters: Leading Others to Encounter the Greatness of God is a book written primarily for

those who lead music within a church setting. The goal of the book is to give guiding prinicples and

practical advice to help the music leader see the essence of what their ministry is about and do that

within whatever church context they find themselves.For the worship leader: This book is a must

read. I can think of no circumstance a worship leader may find himself in which he should not read

this book. It is the best on the topic of which I am aware, combining into one well written,

heart-shepherding book all of the good things that before you would have had to read a dozen



separate books to find. The book is both practical and theological, realistic and idealistic. It is

God-centered, God-exalting and man-minimizing, while realizing that man must play a role. I have

only rarely seen a book that so skillfully and thoughtfully combines rich doctrine and practical

advice.For the band member: Must read. The book is not only about how to lead those who perform,

but about what the goal of the music portion of the worship service must be. The book will help you

evaluate and redirect your heart in what you may have grown comfortable with. Maybe youFor the

pastor/elder: Must read. Know how to encourage, direct, and come alongside your worship leader. I

would recommend that the worship leader, band, and pastor(s) read this book together. The book

so accurately describes the Biblical vision for worship that all who are involved in how a Sunday

service, smallgroup gathering, or other meeting unfold should do so in light of the thoughtful,

biblically informed direction Bob Kauflin lays out. There is even a chapter specifically for

non-music-oriented pastors.

I can't say enough about this book, and at the same time I can't say too much. As I've attended and

served in a Sovereign Grace Ministries church for the better part of the decade, I've had the benefit

of Bob Kauflin's teaching on worship filter down to me in my capacity of intermittent worship leader

(and more importantly as a worshiper) in many ways: articles and columns, messages on mp3 and

CD (the "Theological Foundations for Worship" and "Practical Foundations for Worship" series), and

even by word of mouth from my own pastor and worship leader. Enough about me. Bob wrote the

book - and contrary to reviewing practice, I cannot bring myself to refer to him as `Kauflin' - and so

to Bob we turn.Bob's heart for biblical, passionate worship pervades every page of this book. His

writing is littered with Bible, especially the psalms, that manual of Old Testament worship. But this

isn't merely a devotional on a few aspects of worship. No, this is a handbook about how to pursue

more biblical, more humble hearts in the midst of a task pregnant with tensions. Earlier in this review

I said that I can't say enough about this book; that's because it accomplishes what it sets out to do

in a biblical and humble manner. It practices what it preaches. I also said I can't say too much about

it; that's because it is a wide-ranging and valuable lay-of-the-land guide with far too much content to

convey in a mere review.There are four main sections in the book:1: The Leader2: The Task3:

Healthy Tensions4: Right RelationshipsFollowing a foreword by Ã¼ber-worship leader Paul

Baloche, Bob begins his discussion of worship by honing in on the worship leader's heart, mind, and

life.
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